
 
 

Packing Guide 

1. To pack your box you will need: Books, box, scissors, clear tape, coloured 

tape, branded School Aid tape, box top label, and a pallet list. 

2. Put the books in the box so that they are as tightly packed as possible; 

fill as much of the box with books as is possible. 

3. Fill any remaining gaps with fillers (pens/pencils/paper etc) 

4. Check the strength of the box: lean on all 4 corners to make sure there is 

no give in it. 

5. Put the lid on the box and seal with branded School Aid tape. 

6. Select a pallet for the box based on the information provided on the 

screen. 

7. Fill in the box top label according to the details on the screen and/or 

pallet list. 

8. Attach the box top label to the box with clear tape and cover the label 

with clear tape. 

9. Attach 2 short lines of coloured tape over 2 opposite corners of the box 

(colour according to the table) below, only a small amount of tape is 

needed.  

10.Put the sealed, labelled box on the pallet for which you have labelled it. 

What colour tape to use 

***Red is for Pre School: these will be almost entirely pictures with 
little text. 
***Yellow is for Primary: these will have simple text accompanied by 
pictures. 
***Green is for Secondary: these will be predominantly, if not 
entirely, text, with pictures mainly as technical illustration, Key Stage 
3, GCSE etc. 
***Blue is for A/AS level and higher only: these are books that are 
identified as AS or A level. Please mark on the box top label if any 
other books (such as university level) are packed in that box. 



 
 

Sorting Guide 

1. Decide whether you are packing primary or secondary (check the screen 
to see what needs packing). 

2. Identify which unsorted pallet has the books you need and grab a box. 
3. Assess the condition of the books, look for things like torn pages, 

damaged spine, water damage or yellowed pages. 
4. If they are damaged or otherwise not usable, put them on the recycling 

pallet. 
5. Check the year that the book was published; if it was before 2000 and it 

is a secondary textbook, put it on the recycling pallet. 
6. Sort the books into groups by subject, keeping each subject separate. 
7. Once you have enough books, of a single subject and age range, to fill a 

box, flip this sheet over and follow the packing guide! 

 

Tips and Tricks 

 Don’t have enough books of one subject to fill a box? Don’t worry; 
check the white boxes for more books to finish off your box. 

 Find only a couple of books on a single subject? Stamp them, then put 
them in the white boxes and they can be packed into a box when there 
are enough of them. 

 If you are not sure whether a book is preschool, primary or secondary, 
don’t hesitate to ask in the office; we are here to help! 

 Once you have your books sorted try to pick the box to fit the amount 
of books you have. If you use too large a box it will be difficult to fill. 

 Religious books: If it is a study of a religion it can be sent; if it is religious 
text or espouses a religion, it should not be packed. 

 If that religious text is Christian you can pop it in the box for WEC under 
the packing table. 

 Make sure to use only enough coloured tape to be visible across the 
corner; a small amount will usually do. 

 

Books to Recycle 

Foreign languages, specific British or European history, specific British or 
European geography, adult fiction, secondary textbooks printed before 2000. 


